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editor’s note

WOMEN IN
ARCHITECTURE
Paul Kotze
Editor

E

ach year in South Africa, the month of August
is devoted to women. This is, broadly, to pay
tribute to the role women have played in the
historical transformation of the country, and
the role they continue to play.
The South African Institute of Architects (SAIA)
and the South African Council of the Architectural
Profession (SACAP) have also taken up this call
to promote women in architecture, and to draw
attention to the special attributes women bring to
the profession. All of this also, sadly, points to the
very difficult circumstances that women architects
face, here and the world over, due to their gender;
this gender-based discrimination is often coupled
with race and class.
Various actions of SACAP and of the Provincial
Institutes of Architecture have taken place in response
to this call. Here, one can draw attention to the ‘Women
in Architecture’ group, as well as to the wonderful
and timely KZNIA Journal, No 2 of 2016, that was
published under the stewardship and guest editorship
of Ms Karuni Naidoo (CNN Architects), also the
chair of ‘Women in Architecture SA’.

‘Great deal of creativity in the stories of women in
architecture; ...developing new work-from-home
practice models; ... women are becoming more aware
of the strengths they bring to architecture’
Naidoo commenced the KZNIA Journal with
a brief synopsis of the strengths and challenges of
women architects. It is worth reading this in full, but
a few valuable key points are as follows: ‘...great deal
of creativity in the stories of women in architecture;
...developing new work-from-home-practice models;
women are insecure and not used to having their
work published; working quietly in the background...;
pressures of performing as equals in partnerships;
women working at the edges of architecture ...; the
experience of sexual harassment is common...; women
are becoming more aware of the strengths they bring
to architecture; the same women in architecture are
being promoted over and over again’ etc.

2
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Coupled with the low numbers of women in the
South African architectural profession, this does
not make for good reading. It would seem that the
story is not much better in the international world.
It is also rather ironic that the title of Thelma
Gutsche’s biography of Sophia Gray (1814-1871), is
The Bishop’s Lady. Here, one of the most accomplished
and pioneering woman architects in the history of
South Africa (and outside of the country) is depicted
as ‘belonging’ to her husband. Gray was by all accounts
the more able of the two, and still her biographer could
not bring herself to find another title for the book.
As a prolific reader of the biographies of architects,
I need to mention that another darker side to the life
stories of so many of the world’s ‘famous’ architects
comes to the surface in these publications. This ‘darker
side’ refers to the way in which they have treated women;
either in their personal lives or in their offices. This
knowledge of professional and personal disrespect casts,
at least for me, a long shadow on their architectural
accomplishments. It is as if their acclaim created unique
rules of (un)civilised behaviour and a feeling that the
world had to forgive them all their indiscretions.
Returning to the list Karuni Naidoo made, I must
mention that some items also point to the general
‘toughness’ of the profession and the high levels of
dedication required to be even mildly successful.
If we can generally agree on this, the following
question needs to be asked: why do we add the
burdens described here onto our collective backs.
Whether the difficulties imposed on women architects
come from society or from male colleagues, they
are still simply unjust.
We also know that in so many instances in life,
‘being on the edge’, ‘not seen’, ‘not respected’, ‘not given
credit for work done’ or ‘talents displayed’ has been the
force that has helped people realise their best talents and
make various life-changing contributions to society.
Many women architects have achieved precisely this –
despite the realities they have had to overcome.
So let us all rejoice in the remarkable accomplishments
of women architects in South Africa. We should also
all work together to create a different reality, where
these obstacles do not apply – how else are we going to
feel proud of the contributions that the architectural
profession is able make to society? ■
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notes and news

Focus On Women
In Architecture
A
ugust has now firmly become a month in which
the advancement of women in different sectors
and spheres of life is promoted and celebrated.
This focus on women touches every ounce of
our economy wherein honest introspection is called upon
by all, especially men, to assess the gains made by women
playing meaningful roles in the professional arena.
Our profession has lagged behind in as far as opening
up opportunities for women to enter and participate in
the sector. Actual statistics paint a very appalling picture
of the small number of women who are plying their
trade, in particular, as professional architects.
So women’s month certainly presents a good
opportunity for role players and decision makers in
the profession to intensify and consolidate efforts
towards ensuring a marked increase of women entering
the profession.
In our bid to turn the tide, SAIA has launched the
Future Architects Bursary Programme. The main aim

of this Bursary Programme is to avail opportunities for
our members and other interested partners to plough
resources into this scheme, which will be channelled
towards funding the tuition fees of deserving women.
In addition, SAIA has partnered with SACAP on
the implementation of the Women in Architecture
Programme that, among others, will profile some of the
women in the profession who are achieving tremendously
in this very male-dominated environment.
As I close off, I encourage all of us to hold hands and do
all in our power to expedite the participation of women in
the architectural profession.
We all have a part to play and if we ‘keep our hands on
the plough’, we will be able to realise our goals of availing
equal opportunities for the girl child to participate in all
sectors of our economy, including the architectural field.

Obert Chakarisa

Obert Chakarisa
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
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notes and news

VENICE BIENNALE
IN REVIEW
One of the most powerful architecture exhibitions in the world offers an opportunity
for like-minded industry specialists to share knowledge and best practices.
By: Professor Tomà Berlanda, director of the School of Architecture,
Planning & Geomantics at the University of Cape Town

1

T

he Venice Architecture Biennale celebrates its 15th
edition and continues in its effort to claim the status
of the largest and most powerful architectural
exhibition globally. It is impossible to remain
indifferent to an exhibition of this magnitude and any
attempt at reviewing the main show, the national pavilions
and the collateral events – open in Venice from late May to
28 November – is fraught with dichotomies.
This relates particularly to the curator of the main
show, Alejandro Aravena, 2016 Pritzker Prize winner,
and the title he selected: ‘Reporting from the Front’.
Expectations had been raised as to the inclusive nature
of the curatorial effort, and a post-Piketty spirit was
expected to cut across projects.
Some facts: 88 architects were invited, without
geographical, age or gender quotas. Nine were from
Switzerland, four from Africa (two from South Africa and
two with offices in Europe) and eight from Chile (Aravena’s
nationality). These numbers, alone, don’t make a point,
although they contribute towards a sense of asymmetry
in the geopolitical balance. According to Aravena, on
the 17 ‘battles’ architecture is confronted with, ‘[These]
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need to be won in order to improve the quality of the built
environment and, consequently, people’s quality of life.’
Among these, an abundance of good intentions
offer hope across a wide range of topics, but a crucial
one – social justice – is conspicuously absent.
The experience of walking through the show is at
times puzzling, as some participants expose works that
resonate with the curatorial statement, while others
seem to ignore it; and the dimly lit and deliberately
arte povera captions don’t help.
Here and there, latent juxtaposition deserves credit. Such
is the case in the Arsenale, where the visitor comes across
two installations in common with the general theme. One
is Luyanda Mpahlwa’s DesignSpaceAfrica display of 50
public schools in the Eastern Cape. The second is the Irish
pavilion installation ‘Losing Myself’, by Niall McLaughlin
and Yeoryia Manolopoulou. ›

2

1 CHILE Against the tide, Curators: Juan Román, José Luis Uribe. 2 NORDIC COUNTRIES
(FINLAND-NORWAY-SWEDEN) In Therapy - Nordic Countries Face to Face, Curator:
David Basulto, James Taylor-Foster.
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They are very different pieces, in the number of means
employed and in the refinement and care of their execution.
But they share two challenges that contemporary societies
face, across boundaries: dealing with a terrible disease and
early childhood education. These are, of
course, interconnected in that they affect
one’s ability to situate oneself and to navigate
in the world. In the words of the ‘Losing
Myself’ team, these are ‘capacities
central to the architectural experience’.
Among the hundreds of projects on
show, there is good architecture in evidence.
Good in conceptualisation, execution,
representation and impact. But in my view,
the most interesting projects are those
whose authors seem to be convincingly
aware of their social role.
The Forensic Architecture installation
at the Giardini’s central pavilion, by Eyal
Weizman, reminds us of the fascinating potential of
analytical representation to bring forth traces of human
actions and their effects on lives, as well as the role of
architecture as a weapon of war.

88 architects were
invited… Nine were
from Switzerland,
four from Africa
(two from South
Africa and two with
offices in Europe)
and eight from Chile

3 THE NETHERLANDS Blue, Architecture of UN Peace-keeping Missions, Curator: Malkit
Shoshan. 4 Bel Sozietät für Architektur, Neubau – on Königsberger Strasse und Aleppoer
Strasse. 5 15th International Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia, REPORTING
FROM THE FRONT. 6 Transsolar with Anja Thierfelder, Local identity – exploring a forgotten
resource. 7 Rahul Mehrotra and Felipe Vera, Ephemeral urbanism: cities in constant flux.

8
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7
Germany’s pavilion ‘Making Heimat, Arrival Country’
literally creates openings in the walls, signalling a shift
in the attitude of some towards migration.
The Netherlands aptly titles their show ‘Blue’, as a
direct reference to the colour used by UN peace-keeping
missions and the impact they make.
Pierre Belanger’s show for Canada talks about
‘Extraction’; this land-art installation is dedicated to
showcasing the environmental impact of mining.
Such curatorial projects display a convincing
awareness of their local and global relevance, and
don’t shy away from taking conflictual positions.
Yet, this is not necessarily the case when looking at
the pavilions where dozens of disappointing projects
abound. Examples are the Nordic Countries’ ‘In
Therapy’, or South Africa’s ‘Cool Capital’. Too much
attention was placed on the elements on show, and more
thought should have been applied. The same could be
said of the general financial dimension.
The economic forces underlying any physical
transformation of the environment are ironically at
play also in Spain’s collection of ‘Unfinished’ projects,
which were awarded the Golden Lion. This elegant
collection of refined projects goes only some way towards
explaining the initial complicit engagement of architects
in operations that the crisis later halted, creating further
opportunities for intervention.
The cyclical nature of architecture finds a special
place in installations like Rahul Mehrotra’s investigations
on the ‘Ephemeral City’ (a project that builds on the ›
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The experience of walking through the show is at times puzzling, as some participants expose
works that resonate with the curatorial statement, while others seem to ignore it; and the
dimly lit and deliberately arte povera looking captions don’t help.
unique case of Kumbh Mela), and the research from the
School of Architecture at the University of Waterloo,
entitled ‘The Evidence Room’ (a reconstruction of the
main architectural elements of Auschwitz).
What I took away, though, was that the most
intriguing experiments came from a resistance to the
mainstream. They were not necessarily anything new;
but then again Remarque’s ‘All Quiet on the Western
Front’ was a sly reference to the Biennale’s title.
Spontaneous occupations, very present at the
vernissage, contest the decisions made by the bodies that
appointed the official curators. One is ‘Detroit Resists’,
which is critical of the neoliberals’ indifference to the
political context of the US pavilion’s curators; and the
other is the PEROU, an alternative proposal for the
French pavilion with a plaidoyer ‘for Calais, building
together with the migrants’. Both give indications that
a different approach is possible, and are refreshing
symptoms of a political resistance to the mainstream
Western-based patriarchal approach that too often plays
with guilt and uses the backdrop of poverty as an exotic
scenario for doing good.
Ultimately, the possibility of touching, feeling and
experiencing at 1:1 the spatial elements and constructs
of the architectural intentions is one of the luxuries of
the Biennale and may be a direct benefit of the sponsor;
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another reminder of the inequality that is somehow
transcendent to the show.
Among these 1:1 projects are that of Solano Benitez,
with his Gabinete de Arquitectura compressed masonry
vaults; Anupama Kundoo’s modular ferro-cement
blocks, stacked up to form affordable spatial frameworks;
and Kunlé Adeyemi’s Makoko’s Floating School II.
Granted that architecture needs to be experienced in
reality and its tectonic articulation appreciated from
up close, but the displacement and detachment of these
structures from their context really creates an eerie
sculptural sense that further emphasises the abstract
notion of ‘front’ from which the show reports.
Conversely, in one of the collateral events at Palazzo
Cavalli-Franchetti, a hastily assembled display by Zaha
Hadid Architects offers a wide range of fantastic cut-out
bas relief cardboard process models of the firm’s designs.
It serves as a fitting reminder that it’s a matter of values –
either one is at and operates from the front, or the reportage
might be an ephemeral activity, devoid of substance. ■

8 designworkshop:sa, Enabling structures, Warwick, Durban, SA. 9 Gabinete de Arquitectura:
Breaking the siege. 10 Block Research Group, ETH Zürich with Ochsendorf, Dejong & Block and
with The Escobedo Group, Beyond bending. Learning from the past to design a better future. 11
IRELAND: Losing Myself, Commissioner: Niall McLaughlin. Curator: Yeoryia Manolopoulou.
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BOOK REVIEW

Incremental
volumes

It will take several decades for the documentation on 20th
century architecture in Africa to gain the sort of rigour and
reflection long enjoyed by its contemporary work in Europe,
North America and Japan.

1

image: supplied

A

By: Garret Gantner, senior lecturer at the School of Architecture & Planning
at the University of the Witwatersrand

s scholars, educators and practitioners in
Africa, we are all too well aware of the paucity
of documentation on the continent’s built
environment. Checking in at 640 large-format
pages, African Modernism is an ambitious work that
seeks to make an oversized step in closing the gap.
Composed almost as if it were a literary symphony,
with an overture essay by editor Manuel Herz and
five loosely affiliated sections profiling Senegal,
Ghana, CÔte d’Ivoire, Kenya and Zambia (by Hannah
Le Roux, Léo Noyer-Duplaix, Manual Herz, Zvi Erfat
and Till Förster, respectively), as well as a closing coda
by Ingrid Schröder, it is organised in a way that could
easily be segmented into five separate publications
— themed by country — that one could imagine
incrementally adding to until the entire continent
had been explored.
Perhaps this is the ultimate aim, but Herz gives
no explanation as to how the eclectic mix of nations
from Western, Eastern and Central Africa were
chosen, nor as to why other nations similarly searching
for a ‘modern’ expression of statehood following
independence were omitted.
Impressive as the book is visually, it lacks a coherent
theoretical reflection. Efforts to weave subjects of
investigation into a larger dialectic about ‘the architecture
of independence’ are limited mostly to the opening
and closing essays which, as short forays into the topic
at hand, seem impotently lost in such a big work. The
individual essays assigned to each country read as
through they’ve been plucked from much more narrowly
focused works and brought together for the sole reason
that some analysis of each of the countries was needed.
Only Noyer-Duplaix’s essay delves into the discussion
of defining what an African Modernism school of
thought may actually signify; but in so doing it makes
the dilemma of such a discussion all the more apparent,
as it profiles a French architect whose career straddled
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the pre- and post-independence years, mostly in West
Africa. Indeed, most of the buildings presented were
designed by Europeans, and Herz does not attempt
to discuss how this may shape our understanding of
African Modernism or what makes buildings symbols
of statehood. Instead, he leaves the five country-based
essays to stand by themselves, as islands of information
in a sea of questions and thoughts.
Though the book does document individual projects
in each of the respective counties, it is clearly not
intended to become an encyclopædic reference of late
20th century architecture in Africa. Rather, it lets the
photos of Alexia Webster and Iwan Baan — the latter
being perhaps the world’s most sought-after architectural
photographer — construct a visual storyboard, devoting
several full spreads to uncaptioned contextual photos;
yielding to the aforementioned essays; then introducing
terse descriptions and a multitude of individual projects.
The brief, matter-of-fact text accompanying Baan and
Webster’s photos again leaves more theoretical reflection
wanting, but given the dearth of scholarship, discourse
and even unavailability of basic records from the 1950s
to 1980s of the five countries profiled, one imagines
that piecing together even the most simple information
on these projects must have been an arduous task.
Architecture which would, otherwise, have
remained anonymous and unknown to most of the
world’s designers has, at last, gained a foothold in
our understanding of the Modernist era — and for
that the work is laudable. At the very least, African
Modernism can be seen as a primer encouraging further
study, and suggests that a look at global Modernism
as an architectural movement is still very much open
to new interpretation. ■

1 Herz, M. (ed). (2015). African Modernism: The Architecture of Independence. Ghana, Senegal,
Côte d’Ivoire, Kenya, Zambia: Park Books.
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TAKING

PLACE
KATE OTTEN ARCHITECTS:
A RETROSPECTIVE

At first glance, a retrospective is an odd title to give an architect still in the prime of
her life and work. However, such is the simultaneously long, drawn-out time span and the
‘backward-and–forward-looking’ nature of the profession, that it’s an apt description.
By: Professor Lesley Lokko, head of the Graduate School of Architecture at the University of Johannesburg

1
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A

s recently as a decade ago, a 50-somethingyear-old architect was routinely described as
‘young’, or at least ‘coming into his/her own’
— as opposed to ‘having arrived.’ Not so much
anymore. Assemble the collective of genuinely young
architects who have won the prestigious 2015 Turner
art prize, and you’ll see they’re all under 30.
Thankfully, retrospectives — like memoirs —
require a certain depth of perspective, which five
years of work experience can rarely provide. As a
noun, the word is most commonly used to mean ‘an
exhibition or compilation showing the development
of an artist’s work over a period of time’. Again, in
reference to the work of Kate Otten, there’s another
apt word in there: artist. An ubiquitous Google search
[of her work] reveals a number of oft-used words:
‘everyday’, ‘human-centred’, ‘delight-filled’, ‘a philosophy
of the ordinary’, ‘deeply personal’ and even ‘fun’. The
late Alan Lipman picked up on this last word, describing
her oeuvre as ‘cheerfully humanist’1, which seems
to better describe an attitude towards design rather
than the buildings themselves.
Certainly her best-known and possibly most
celebrated building, the Women’s Jail in Johannesburg,
while undoubtedly beautiful, is hardly ‘cheerful’;
neither in its history, programme nor form. Perhaps,
it’s a trope to describe a rather idiosyncratic architect
and female at that? Otten would be the last to claim
anything even remotely ‘gendered’ about her work
but, given that peer evaluations and critical readings
of anyone’s work — female or not — are central to
one’s growth and maturity, it’s a point worth
returning to (as we shall).
So, how does one adequately describe a quarter
century’s worth of building, exploring, narrating,
refining? In her 2013 Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture,
Otten talks of a ‘deeply personal engagement’ with
clients, sites, users, workers and colleagues in the 150odd buildings that the practice has undertaken since
1990. It seems fitting, then, to begin this retrospective
with the personal by ‘going back, way back’2, as Neneh ›

1 Kate Otten Architects. Wits Rural Facility. 2014. 2 René Magritte. La Condition humaine. 1938.
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4
Cherry once sang. Disclaimers: we’re very old, very good
friends. And the conversation that gave rise to this article
took place over dinner and wine. Otten was born in
Durban, raised in Johannesburg and studied in both
places. Two abiding memories seem to stand out: one, a
peripatetic childhood that resulted in having lived in 24
different ‘places’ [read ‘homes’] by the time she was 21
and, two, an abiding affinity for landscape, particularly
the tough, wild expansiveness of KwaZulu-Natal.
In his seminal work, Landscape and Memory,
the British historian Simon Schama examines the
impact of the landscape around us — rivers, forests,
mountains, jungles — on our culture and imaginations.
In the Introduction, there’s a wonderful description
of René Magritte’s 1938 lecture explaining his version
of La Condition humaine, where a painting has been
superimposed on the view it depicts so that both it and
the view are indistinguishable. ‘We see it
as being outside ourselves, even though it
is only a mental representation of what we
see on the inside.’3[see Fig.2]
Schama’s interpretation: that we require
‘design before we can properly discern its
form, let alone derive pleasure from its
perception. And it is culture, convention
and cognition that make that design;
that invests a retinal impression with the
quality we experience as beauty.’
Put another way, a landscape is only
meaningful through the lens of culture, the myriad
interpretations that are at once historical and emotive,
filtering and altering (in a very literal sense) our view of

The question of
confidence is a
central theme in
Otten’s work, and
often a surprisingly
contradictory one

16
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the world around us. Nowhere is the relationship between
landscape, culture, history and memory more contested
— and, conversely, more rich — than in South Africa.
Otten’s own interpretation of this relationship is
significant since it speaks not only to the general
dilemma facing all immigrant cultures, particularly
those within the complex framework of empire, but
more specifically to her practice as a designer, an
architect, a shaper and therefore ‘taker’ of place. In the
same way, perhaps, that all writers are readers before
they become writers, all architects are observers before
they become designers: the impulse to see — differently,
acutely, askance — precedes the desire to make.
So what is it that Otten sees?
Her answer to the question is not straightforward, nor
is it simple. Nature, yes, clearly. The ‘natural’ world in
all its stubborn wildness. And people . . . their desires,
needs, dreams and ambitions. Her own instinctive need
to ‘do a good job’, to satisfy the demands placed upon her
— both professionally and personally — since, for her,
they are often one and the same. At the same time,
there’s an insistence on respect: for her clients, rich or
poor, marginal or powerful, individual or collective;
for place, rural or urban, historical or contemporary;
for joy, a firmly held belief in the power of architecture
to inspire strong emotions, to transform understanding
and appreciation of space. To this list one might add
her own place in the world, the historical, deeply
sublimated desire of (many, not all) white South
Africans to write themselves into the narrative of
this part of the globe, to claim a stake that goes beyond
the contradictions of contemporary South African
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The analogy is not accidental. Like the artists Andy Goldsworthy and David Nash, for example,
Otten’s buildings invoke nature without forcing it into acceptably tasteful form
identity. It’s an uncomfortable suggestion. ‘I don’t
know,’ is her honest and disarming answer. ‘I don’t
think about it in that way. Maybe.’
The analogy is not accidental. Like the artists
Andy Goldsworthy and David Nash, for example,
Otten’s buildings invoke nature without forcing it into
acceptably tasteful form. Trees remain trees. Found
sculptures of driftwood, twigs, thatch and twine sit
comfortably alongside starkly modern pitched roofs or
bold, exposed trusses. A branch snakes its way sinuously
into a column. In the Wits Rural Facility (2014), the
building is nestled completely, ‘taking place’ within
landscape, rather than on or around it. There’s a
boldness at play which, again, has nothing to do
with cheerfulness but rather with confidence.
The question of confidence is a central theme in
Otten’s work, and often a surprisingly contradictory
one. To begin with, there’s the confidence that comes
from having run one’s own practice almost right from
the start. The confidence of 25 years’ worth of practice.
The confidence of having won a number of important
local and international awards. The confidence of
having been entrusted with the design of buildings
of national significance and heritage value. The
confidence to face one’s peers and, within a
disciplinary sense, ‘to stand up and be counted’.
That sort of confidence is hard won, fought for and
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cherished. But the re-telling of the road to present-day
success reveals a more interesting truth, which is
perhaps more universal than most architects care
to admit: it was not always thus.
As one of three students at Wits in the 1980s to
receive a previously unheard-of 100 percent for her
thesis project, the early confidence that ‘someone
acknowledged what I was doing, even if it was different,’
was both nourishing and fraught. UKZN, where Otten
studied for her first two years, was dominated by the
term ‘practice’. Rodney Harber, who taught Otten in
her first year, and the influential Building Design
Group, a collective of architects and students in Durban
in the 1960s and 1980s, bequeathed a passion for craft
and making, which the more theoretical atmosphere
of Wits (the university she joined in third year)
threatened to undo. ‘Everyone was talking about
some guy called “Corb”,’ she recalls. ‘I had no idea
who or what he was. Eventually, I figured out they
meant “Le Corbusier”, but I still had no idea.’
This rigid separation between practice and theory
(or writing) which, although not unique to South Africa,
has peculiarly deep roots here, is something Otten ›

3 Kate Otten Architects. Wits Rural Facility. 2014 4 Kate Otten Architects. House Massendorp.
2010 5 Kate Otten Architects. Women’s Jail. 2008
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struggles with to this day. ‘I’m not an academic, I just do
stuff,’ is a phrase that regularly peppers our conversation.
In truth, of course, the two are nowhere near as clearly
demarcated. As Reinier de Graf (partner at OMA) notes,
‘The experiences within practice feed writing inasmuch
as writing is based on theorising the experiences. You
need the practical experiences in a real and pressing
form to say anything meaningful. We’re faced with a
very schizophrenic situation, where those who write
about architecture do not know practice, and those
who practice never manage to convert their knowledge
into writing or any other communicable form.’4
De Graf speaks of contemporary Western architectural
praxis — to which South Africa occasionally and
sporadically belongs — but the schizophrenia is equally
present. Despite a few forays into academia as a critic
or examiner, Otten has never been invited to teach
which, again in De Graf’s words, ‘Really is the same as
writing, in a sense that it gives you space away from your
primary activity to reflect on it as a theoretical subject.
They’re often thought to be in opposition but teaching,
6 Kate Otten Architects. lulu kati kati. 2010
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Quoted in an article by journalist Sue Grant-Marshall. http://www.news24.com/
Archives/City-Press/Winning-Women-Kate-Otten-For-the-love-of-lines-20150429.
Retrieved 18 July 2016.
2
Cherry, N., from the song ‘Kisses on the Wind’, Raw Like Sushi, Virgin Records
(US), 1989.
3
Cited in Sarah Whitfield, Magritte (London, 1992), 62.
4
De Graf, R., Mark Magazine # 60, Feb/Mar 2016.
5
Ibid.
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Otten would
be the last to
claim anything even
remotely ‘gendered’
about her work

[like] writing, is [simply] an additional space.’5 One gets
the sense that it is a space Otten would have liked to
have [occupied].
But there is one space that’s been quite remarkable in
the context of contemporary South African architecture,
which is rarely commented upon — it’s the space taken
(or claimed) by Otten and her contemporaries (Class of
’87), who have dominated the architectural profession
in such interesting ways. It’s rare to find so many strong
female sole practitioners (Otten, Calburn, Garson,
Le Roux, Masojada, Walters and Cohen, to name but a
few) in the same place at the same time, but it’s equally
rare to find as strong and varied a group of practitioners
who were all taught by the same people at more or less
the same time (again, Otten, et al., to which one might
add Rose, Morojele, Swanepoel . . . The list is long.)
The shadow of Pancho Guedes, whom Otten revered,
looms large. Again, there’s an appreciation of the land
— its colours, textures, forms — that Guedes, coming
to South Africa via Mozambique and Portugal, was
particularly sensitive to. Otten’s first overseas journey
was not to Europe, as was more common, to ‘gawk at
the Parthenon’; it was to India, where she ‘gaped’ at
the Taj Mahal, instead. It remains one of her favourite
buildings, as does the work of Hasan Fathy. Her first
job out of varsity was with Muhammed Mayet, in
whose work, cultural context and thinking she found
particular resonance and meaning.
As mentioned at the beginning of this article, the
label ‘woman architect’ is not one she’s comfortable
with, but there’s little doubt (in my mind, at least)
that the experience of working ‘outside’ mainstream
architectural culture, particularly at such a formative
period in her career, was an important point in the
development of her own oeuvre. The majority of
practitioners in her office are women and facilitating
their ambitions is as important to the practice ethos as
its design sensibilities. She speaks of making a platform;
not literally, as with her own home lulu kati kati, but
perhaps not so far from it either.
Does she have a favourite building? Or, put another
way, is there a project she wishes she hadn’t done? Her
answer — as ever — is disarmingly frank: ‘The Women’s
Jail was a difficult project. I feel — I felt it at the time
— that I wasn’t quite ready for it. We — the country —
weren’t ready for it, that not enough time had passed . . .
It was quite raw.’
In a way, it was a fitting comment on which to end
our discussion. Raw. Earthy. Gutsy. Cheerful. Human.
The overriding impression is one of an architect on the
cusp of many things: place, time, engineering, art . . .
ambition. There’s clearly more to come. ■
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Homage
to the

right
angle

An exploration of house_derick

In house_derick, Derick de Bruyn’s precise design method
— or architectural ‘autograph’ — can be found, which is
best described as equal parts practicality and poetry.
image: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

By: Dr Edna Peres, Department of Architecture, University of Pretoria
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Abstract

This paper explores Derick de Bruyn’s most recent project,
house_derick. It tracks the architectural influences that
inform his particular design approach to residential
architecture, using his own home as the explanatory device.
For the purposes of this paper, his approach is called
his autograph (the architectural design signature that
is evident in all his projects) and consists of three themes.
It considers in particular the influence of Charles Swanepoel
on his architectural training at the University of Pretoria,
as well as his relationship with Jack van Rensburg, as being
formative in developing his own approach to site, context,
infrastructure and services in architectural design.
The paper is structured in four parts. The first is
a description of what is put forward as the autograph;
those processes that inform practice. The second is
an introduction to Derick de Bruyn and house_derick,
with the third taking the form of his design process
or autograph. The last part looks at his autograph,
as it plays out in house_derick.

Prelude: The architect’s autograph

While theory, politics, technology, sustainability, social
justice or affordability might deeply inform the way in
which architects practise architecture, the method or
approach that architects follow when designing buildings
becomes a most distinguishing factor in their oeuvre.
Each develops a particular set of tools when thinking
about the design of a building reflected in, for example,
the use of a grid, or a preference for certain materials,
or even a particular form. These preferences begin to be
identified in different buildings by the same architect,

1 The south-facing front façade at house_derick, completed in 2015. 2 The main open-plan living
room, a canvas for art, furniture and event. 3 The ground-floor verandah, with its fish pond as
the vertical threshold to the garden. 4 The northern façade, open to the garden; the scenography
for the events of home life. 5 The internal spaces freed of services.
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much like a ‘signature’. As each architect’s success grows,
their signature begins to be recognised and desired by
clients who value their approach and, eventually, their
signature morphs into an autograph.
An autograph is desired for its consistency (and at
times the associated prestige). While there may be
some adaptations to the given context, the autograph
represents a welcome familiarity. It symbolises those
design elements that repeat, giving rise to recognisable
patterns that often become aesthetic preferences.
For the practising architect, the architectural autograph
reflects a position and an approach to architecture.

Introduction

Over the past two-and-a-half decades, Tshwane-based
architect Derick de Bruyn has realised a number of
residential projects in South Africa. Each embodies his
particular design style, which is rooted in Modernist
and Minimalist traditions. Some of his residential
buildings have been published in Ora Joubert’s 10 years
+ 100 buildings (Joubert: 2009) and they begin to reflect
the autograph of his architectural design approach. He
has designed two houses for his own use, house_mabet
(1996) and, more recently, house_derick (2015), and in
both the autograph emerges from a similar atmospheric
quality that seems to have been created in each, even
though their context (in the broadest sense meaning
site, year of construction, users and socio-political
environment) is substantially different.
However it is possibly in house_derick, which he
designed for himself, that we see the pure embodiment
of his design approach unencumbered by clients, family
or even by a scenic site. House_derick reflects de Bruyn’s
precise and exact method of design based on equal parts
of practicality and poetry. To describe it succinctly,
would be to say that de Bruyn’s architectural autograph
is an homage to the right angle.
Situated in a small and compact gated estate bordering
on the northern edge of the Faerie Glen Nature Reserve,
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at first glance the house reveals very little behind its slick
and impressive front façade. The composition of the
south-facing street façade consists of a bagged brick wall,
with a portion made up of a timber screen and clerestory
windows below a ‘floating’ concrete roof (Figure 1). It
is by no means overpowering. Rather, this public ‘face’
builds curiosity in the visitor’s mind, while for the
resident it provides vantage and privacy in a cramped
estate. Upon entering the home, it is clear that it has been
designed to form the perfect habitat for its architectresident, reflecting his interests and making home of the
things that matter most to him at this stage of his life.
With his grown-up children on their way out of the
family home, house_mabet, the opportunity to downscale
and design a home attuned to his own interests and
preferences could be realised. The smaller size of the house
meant that unnecessary items could be purged, keeping
only those of importance and sentimental value. Among
such valued items are his art collection consisting of
various local and international artists, and his extensive
library of anything (and everything) architectural.
The white bagged brick interior walls intentionally
form the bare architectural canvas against which these
items of personal importance are featured (Figure 2).
With the architecture stripped of decoration, in keeping
with Modernist traditions (Rybczynski, 1987: 188), art
and furniture become the ornament. However, this
house does not feel like a cold warehouse. It feels homely,
human scaled and a well-suited habitat in which de
Bruyn’ s interests and persona can flourish.

De Bruyn’s autograph – his design approach

De Bruyn’s straightforward and uncontrived design
approach has three important themes. First, buildings
are props that allow for life to unfold within them. Put
another way, they provide the scenography in which the
event unfolds and thereby forms the architecture. This
is a key theme in his work, resulting in design that is
understated, yet considered; modest yet effective.
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De Bruyn (2015) suggests that buildings are often
designed with ambitions to redefine place or to provide
or reflect identity, but then people do not necessarily
appropriate nor appreciate them. Therefore, he supports
the understanding that architecture derives from the
event encapsulated by the building, which only comes
to life when people make claims to a building.
The second theme, which is linked to the first, is the
notion that buildings should relate to human experience
and human scale in order to remain relevant, over
time, to their users. That is, the design of residential
space should be focused on human experience in
the execution of daily rituals that are mostly mundane
(with the exception of dinner parties, which occur
against the backdrop of the building, for which
the architecture is almost consequential).

De Bruyn’s straightforward and uncontrived design
approach has three important themes. First, buildings
are props that allow for life to unfold within them…
Thirdly, [he stresses] the importance of using design tools
like modular co-ordination as the basis for proportional
design resolution. In this, the grid plays an important
role, derived in this case from the proportions of a brick.
In addition, the importance of defining service cores to
free the remainder of the house from services, becomes a
critical feature in the use of modular co-ordination. The
third theme is of particular interest in identifying the
autograph in de Bruyn’s work, especially when tracking
some of the influences that have shaped his thinking.
A formative influence on his design approach was
Charles Swanepoel or ‘Swannie’ (1932-2004), who was
his undergraduate design and building science lecturer
during the 1980s at the University of Pretoria. Swanepoel
emphasised the importance of designing buildings ›
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that were based on modular coordination. Based on
the dimensions of a brick as a module, the design was
required ‘to work out’ so that not a single brick would
need to be cut. Swanepoel also exposed de Bruyn to his
first set of working drawings, forming a decisive point
in his architectural education.
Another major influence was his close relationship
with his father-in-law, Jack van Rensburg (1931-2010),
as evidenced in their collaboration on house_mabet.
In some ways this house is the predecessor
to house_derick, with its textured walls,
service cores and edge-detail tolerances.
Both Van Rensburg and Swanepoel
practised the same school of architectural
thinking. They were trained at the
then-recently-independent University of
Pretoria’s School of Architecture during
the 1950s, with lecturers Robert Cole
Bowen (1904-1976), Hellmut Stauch
(1910-1970) and, to a lesser degree, Basil
South (1915-1952). This exposed them
to the Modernist tradition (Steenkamp:
2003) but with an increasingly nuanced approach to local
conditions; one which is often referred to as Pretoria
Regionalism (Fisher et al: 1998). Their work embodies a
practical simplicity, which de Bruyn has refined in his
own projects. These buildings do not try to do too much
– they are functional, frugal and unpretentious. Their
beauty lies in their minimalism.

These buildings do
not try to do too
much – they are
functional, frugal
and unpretentious.
Their beauty lies in
their minimalism

AUTOGRAPH WITHIN THE ARTEFACT

All three themes identified in de Bruyn’s autograph are
evident in house_derick: building as the vessel for event,
consideration for human scale and functionality and,
lastly, modular design tools.
At the site, scale decisions were made to deal
with the awkward properties of the site – its narrow
dimensions, encroaching development blocking views
and hindering privacy, as well as the slope. In dealing
with the shape of the site, the building was positioned
close to the street edge and in line with an adjacent

6 & 7 Two sections, through the core and the living room, showing the two levels, the service
core and the structural composition.
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7
property. The narrow site was responded to by creating
a building with two levels: a more public ground floor
which opens onto the back garden and forms the setting
for parties or recreational space; and a more private first
floor containing the main living areas and bedroom.
The double storey, tentatively reminiscent of a
contemporary version of a Dutch Row House typology
(Rybczynski, 1987: 55), caters for the fall of the site with
a vertical threshold created by a fish pond between the
garden and the open ground floor. The ground floor is
level with the driveway and contains the garage, storage
rooms, services, entertainment lounge, and a cool and
spacious verandah in which de Bruyn spends most of
his time in summer reading or entertaining (Figure 3).
Views from the site are limited by commercial and
residential development in the foreground, hindering
vantage and vistas. However a distant ridge, visible
from the north façade, forms a prominent horizon line
with urban infrastructure emerging out of it that often
becomes the scene for watching a highveld thunder storm.
On the south, the Faerie Glen nature reserve koppie is
visible through the clerestory window. The house lives out
to the north (Figure 4). It has no visual connection to the
properties along the eastern or western edges of the site,
and only discreet features on the southern, street-facing
edge. The bare and blank walls of the adjacent buildings
create a tension between the properties (Figure 3), and
the illusion of a grotto, which is partially exposed to the
elements and partially enclosed. When it rains, water
cascades down these walls, emphasising this experience.
At the building scale the house ‘grows’ from a central
service core, which contains all the essential services that
usually encumber and dominate buildings: plumbing,
electrical conduits and down pipes. In response to
Reyner Banham’s A home is not a house (1965) critique,
against houses that are built around complex services
(which become more important than the house itself),
de Bruyn frees up the scenography by placing all the
infrastructure and services (including bathrooms,
storage rooms, electrical conduits, chimney flue,
downpipes, rainwater tank and service rooms) within
a central core that connects both floors and extends
through to the roof. As is the case with Mies van der
Rohe’s Farnsworth house (1946-1951), the service core
allows for the services to ‘fall away’ (Figure 5) so the
rest of the house can be freed from their constraints ›
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(Gössel & Leuthäuser, 1991: 226). However, contrary to
the Farnsworth house, the service core also serves as the
load-bearing centre point where some of the structural
steel roof beams, that carry the cantilevering roof, rest.
Much of de Bruyn’s work is influenced by images
of the post-WWII American dream, which children
of his era aspired to. Designers like Raymond Loewy
revolutionised the image of an ideal American lifestyle,
from the cigarettes to the car parked outside the
architect-designed Hollywood house. The Case Study
programme in Los Angeles (Gössel & Leuthäuser,
1991, 212) formed an extension of this ideal and its
carefree lifestyle. Julius Shulman’s 1960s Case Study
house photographs capture the architectural event, in
the form of the parties that took place in the open-plan
spaces between the kitchen and the swimming pool. The
house vanishes from importance, with the atmosphere
it creates forming the focus. Later on, as a student
of architecture, de Bruyn explored the Case Study
programme with its escapist atmosphere, innovative
use of modular materials and flexible plans.
In house_derick, it was particularly the work of Pierre
Koenig in Case Study House #22, otherwise known as
House Stahl, which inspired the design of the cantilevered
roof. While Koenig used metal decking, metal could not
carry the loads between the spans in house_derick. A
rib and block slab would have required so much cast-insitu concrete, that in the end the entire slab would have
become cast-in-situ and exposed. The edges of the slab
were cast within steel I-beams, which form neat upstands.
Below these, a continuous clerestory window provides
a visual ‘escape’ to the ridges far beyond (Figure 6&7).
The house is based on a 450mm by 600mm module,
forming a square plan (Figure 8&9). The whole house is
based on the module of the brick, from the driveway right
through to the bedroom. This modular system picks up the
edges of openings, with a tolerance zone that is designed
to be filled both to accommodate the rough infill brickwork and the builder’s inaccuracy. Everything between the
tolerance zone is on a module. Doors and windows then
have shadow-lines between the frame and the rough walls.
Light becomes an important building element, casting
shadows on white bagged brick interior walls, while cosy
spaces on the first floor are made to feel larger because of
the service core and the glazed northern façade. Vertical
and horizontal dimensions are all in proportion to this
module. De Bruyn says, ‘It’s terribly stiff, but I love it’ (2015).
In many ways, the module provides the framework from
which nuanced details can arise. The delight of this
system lies in the complexity that results from order.

Conclusions

De Bruyn seems to suggest that there is not much to
house_derick. However, when the house is seen not as
an object but rather as the autograph of the architect,
there appears to be much more to it. In some ways, it is
autobiographical in its references to the experiences and
events that have influenced de Bruyn’s life and his
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position as an architect. It is also a snapshot in time,
reflecting his current interests and ambitions for the future.
But mostly, the building is a reflection of his architectural
autograph; his particular approach to architectural design.
The strict design rules to which he abides help him to solve
the puzzle of a new site and brief. In their simplicity, an
intriguing even poetic complexity is revealed.
In de Bruyn’s own words, ‘I don’t believe a building is
[made] interesting by making it interflora, because if I look
at a building […] there is a complexity that comes through
without one having to manipulate every corner. I appreciate
it and a lot of people are good at it; I am not, so I [pay]
homage to the right angle. I believe in 90 degrees’ (2015). ■

9 & 10 Ground- and first-floor plans (Derick de Bruyn, 2015)
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NEW
BUSINESS
SCHOOL
A CAMPUS
WITHIN A
CAMPUS

A true flagship of the university, the
NMMU Business School not only
nurtures significant talent, but does so
in a building with a Green Star rating
and a sense of urban integration.
By: Professor Gavin McLachlan, School
of Architecture at the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University, Port Elizabeth
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he Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
(NMMU) is a multi-campus institution with five
campuses in the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropole
(Port Elizabeth and Uitenhage). The largest of
these is the combined North and South campus in
Summerstrand. Elsewhere in Summerstrand is the
smaller Second Avenue campus, which was originally
a teachers’ training college but closed in about 1990.
This latter campus, which originally had rather mundane
spatial attributes somewhat reminiscent of a high school,
was then taken over by the Port Elizabeth Technikon
and in due course became part of the NMMU. This is
the site of the new NMMU Business School Building.
After vocal criticism, in about 2009, of building
interventions on the main Summerstrand campus
by staff of the School of Architecture and others, the
NMMU commissioned an urban design team, the
following year in 2010, to produce framework plans for
all of their campuses. This team was led by Piet Louw,
Dave Dewar, Mokena Mokeka and Tiaan Meyer.
Louw, Dewar, Mokeka and Meyer’s proposal for the
Second Avenue Campus focused on consolidating its
rather bland spatial character by: strengthening the
green space on the north-western side; using the existing
parking area as expansion space for new buildings;
reinforcing the main pedestrian axis; and routing vehicles
around the back of the complex — among other proposals.
This framework plan was accepted by the NMMU.
Today, the NMMU Business School can be considered
a true flagship of the university, with its large staff
contingent and numerous prestigious MBA and
doctoral students. Additionally, the Business School
plays a significant role in the region and province, and
is increasingly making its presence known nationally
and internationally. In common with such institutions
elsewhere, the NMMU Business School sees itself as a
nurturer of the most dynamic wealth creators of the future
and, as such, has a strong opinion of its own importance.
Once the decision was taken to build a new home for the
Business School, the NMMU held a SAIA-approved ›

2

1 Ground Floor Entrance Space. 2 Site Plan.
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design competition. The brief called for a building that
would achieve a Green Star rating, provide a variety of
facilities within a floor area of 5 500m2 and be located
on the Second Avenue Campus.
The competition’s 23 entries were adjudicated in
September 2011 by a panel of judges and the winning entry
was produced by a collaboration between The Workplace
Architects (Debbie Makan and Bryan Wintermeyer), GAPP
Architects and Urban Designers, and Ove Arup Consulting
Engineers. This entry came closest to accommodating
the urban vision embodied in the Framework Plan.
It consists of three storeys planned around a courtyard
and located on the old parking area facing the sports
fields. This location reinforces the main pedestrian
entrance to the campus, which is further strengthened
by relegating vehicular access and parking to the
southern (back) edge of the site.

3 Ground Floor. 4 First Floor. 5 Second Floor. 6 Third Floor.
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Structurally, the building has a concrete frame clothed
in facebrick with carefully positioned, fairly limited
glazing. Its red facebrick exterior has a commanding,
fortress-like presence that dominates the north-western
part of the campus. Accommodation includes three
auditoria; a number of lecture rooms, seminar and
meeting rooms; an archive and dedicated library; computer
labs; public and private office space; support spaces; and
a café restaurant. A north-facing veranda adjacent to
the restaurant and a courtyard serve as venues for
outdoor functions. Entry can be attained from the north
side off the main pedestrian entrance to the campus, but
the grand entrance is south-facing and leads off the
revised parking area.
An important consideration, built into the brief, was that
the building should have a significantly reduced carbon
footprint. It was ultimately awarded a four-star Green
Building Council rating on the basis of the environmentally
friendly design elements that were included.
At the conceptual level, this is a mass building with
limited glazing. The pervasive facebrick skin and the ›
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What they produced was a building that, in its location, meets the requirements imposed
on it by the Framework Plan but, in its fortress-like language, spatial arrangement and
access control, provides the exclusivity needed
carefully articulated forms do much to limit heat gain
and loss. The orientation, positioning and amount
of glazing also do much to create a thermally benign
interior. The basic materials were locally produced
and available, reducing carbon generation through
transportation at the construction stage. The courtyard
makes natural light possible in the majority of the spaces.
At the detail level, both the design’s architectural
realisation and its engineering include a number of energysaving measures. A large array of photovoltaic panels on
the roof provide significant power, which can be returned
to the grid when demand within the building is low. The
lighting system utilises the latest low-power technology
and is computer-controlled for maximum efficiency.
A system within the building measures air quality and
controls air flow, regulating temperature and managing
C02 levels. Extensive use has been made of smart glass,
which limits thermal transparency. Rain water is collected
from the roof and used to flush toilets. The combined effect
of these measures reduces energy consumption within
the building by 65 percent, while the C02-reducing
measures increase budget by around 20 percent.
The NMMU, however, estimates that due to reduced
energy consumption and maintenance, they will recoup
these costs within a few years. This significant project has
succeeded in pushing the boundaries of ‘green’ design by
means of a fairly large and sophisticated structure. Whether
the energy/carbon dioxide and cost savings sums work
out as planned needs to be the subject of a rigorous postoccupancy evaluation, in five or 10 years’ time. Only then
will the true value be revealed of the ‘green’ architectural
and engineering thinking embodied in this building.
University campuses are intended to be open networks
that provide access to ideas. Christopher Alexander et
al argued in Pattern Language for the integration of the
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campus within the spatial structure of the city, as
a further dimension of the free flow of discussion
and [the generation of] ideas that are the lifeblood of
academia. Notwithstanding our current crime and
security paranoia and the attendant boundary fences and
security checkpoints, the NMMU’s five Nelson Mandela
Bay campuses do provide a degree of urban integration.
The Second Avenue campus, given its history, is
mostly the site of undergraduate certificate and diploma
qualifications. The Business School is an animal of
a completely different kind. It focuses on high-level
postgraduate qualifications and on producing business
leaders of the future.
A business school needs to express its status and
exclusivity in the language of the architecture, as
well as in the functional spatial arrangements. This
fundamental contradiction between designing a
building that both enhances and enriches the campus,
and gives the business school a strong identity and
sense of exclusivity, is an issue that the architects had to
resolve. What they produced was a building that, in its
location, meets the requirements imposed on it by the
Framework Plan but, in its fortress-like language, spatial
arrangement and access control, provides the exclusivity
needed. This is a realistic trade-off, but it remains to
be seen whether the Second Avenue campus and the
Business School will prosper in the long term.
Despite criticism, this is a remarkable building and is
testimony to the collaboration of an exceptional creative
team and to their interaction with their client. Doubtless, it
deserves the awards that it will in all likelihood receive. ■

7 Courtyard. 8 Internal movement routes.
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Report back: UDISA Conference

Re-imagining urbanism:
the freedom to
reconsider city space
Freedom Park: a joyful play of earth, water, fire and air. Together, these elements symbolise
permanence but also change. Urban space is continuously changing so those at work in this
context need to pause at times to reconsider the making of city space.
Professor Karina Landman, Department of Town Planning at the University of Pretoria

O

n a wet and cold June morning, several
participants tried to find their way up to the
top of the hill where Freedom Park is located:
the venue for the Urban Design Conference
‘Re-Imagine Urbanism’, hosted by the Urban Design
Institute of South Africa (UDISA). Roads in Salvokop
were wet and bumpy. Roadwork signs directed vehicles
to an alternative route, while a young boy hurried to
reach school. A truck rushed past splashing water
on the poorly developed sidewalk that could hardly
accommodate the people walking along it. These are
the everyday users of an everyday urban space.
What is urban design? What is urbanism? Was it
really about urban design? Or was it about a group of
like-minded people gathering in a particular place to
rethink city space? These and other important questions
were hotly debated in order to rediscover the timeless
qualities of urbanity and the basic elements that allow
change over time.

environment. There are many lessons to be learnt from
old and new city spaces that have withstood the test of
time and continued to serve people in a meaningful way,
thus also emphasising sustainability – a theme raised
by many speakers. Jeff Shumaker, chief urban designer
of New York City, highlighted sustainability – along
with equity and resilience – as one of the key lessons
emerging from their recent work. Erky Wood called
for urban design to be based on the underpinnings of
sustainability, both in terms of social inclusiveness and
ecologically responsive design. Piet Louw also raised the
issue of sustainability as a critical quality, and urged the
audience to investigate the implications for design of
controlling urban sprawl and to seek various urban ›

Earth

The element of earth is represented by the various
types of stone used throughout Freedom Park. Stone
symbolises permanence and continuation over time,
building strong foundations and sturdy structures.
In his presentation, Piet Louw called for a
rediscovery of the timeless qualities of urbanity and the
incorporation of normative principles into the re-making
of city-space, as well as a focus on the incorporation of a
strong spatial structure to guide future intervention. As
Gerrit Jordaan pointed out, public spaces play a key role
in providing a strong spatial structure in today’s rapidly
changing cities. Just as the nature of the stone reminds
us of those enduring qualities, so urban designers
should remember the positive qualities of urbanity and
take the lead in terms of the development of the built
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1 Stone: symbol of permanence and continuity.
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interventions for the larger system. These points also
called for a greater understanding of urban resilience
and for achieving sustainability over the longer term.
Therefore, permanence needs to allow for renewal and
rejuvenation – a call for the element of water.

Water

Without renewal and rejuvenation, there is stagnation
and in some cases death. Water symbolises the process
of cleansing or washing away that which has become
irrelevant. Therefore, as cities change, so the nature of
public space must also, to accommodate the evolving
needs of old and new residents.

a character of monumentality through: flagship projects
such as Freedom Park and Tshwane House; the creation
of ‘gateways’ into the city; and the establishment of two
boulevards. These are the government boulevard in Paul
Kruger street and the ceremonial boulevard in Stanza
Bopape street linking Church square, the heartbeat of
the city, to the Union Buildings. However, in addressing
inequality, there is also a need to address issues such as
homelessness and informality. Jordaan referred to the
survivalist city, where many people struggle and manage
to survive in public spaces or informal cities; where
people try to build homes from almost nothing. How
do we create a viable public realm that will include all
those living in cities, and how do we manage informality
without excluding those who live on the periphery of
society? Perhaps, this is where ephemeral urbanism –
as referred to by Thomas Chapman – can start to play
a role in including the excluded, for example, through
the new community centre in Hillbrow.
Renewal should therefore create opportunities for
celebration, by means of light and reflection. This is
where fire starts to play an important role.

Fire
2
Many speakers at the conference highlighted the
nature of changing cities and their emerging challenges
– such as growing urbanisation, increasing informality,
a shortage of affordable housing, fear-based urbanism
and a lack of maintenance of infrastructure. These
challenges have either contributed to or are exacerbated
by a number of spatial problems, including spatial
fragmentation, extensive low-density urban sprawl,
poor environmental and spatial conditions, and a lack
of belief in urban design and thus an overreliance on
outdated regulations and standards. As a result, UDISA
chairperson, Khalid Jacobs, called upon all urban
designers and other built-environment professionals
to make sense of the rapidly changing environment
and to address the inequality (inadequate housing)
and a lack of quality places in South African settlements.
Hence there is a need, according to Shumaker, to make
cities more liveable and to redevelop underutilised
spaces e.g. to recapture space under or on top of elevated
infrastructure and to redevelop waterfront areas. The
Highline development in New York City is an excellent
example of how an old, elevated railway line was
redeveloped into a vibrant public space connecting
many different areas within the city, providing beautiful
views and bringing nature back into a urban setting. The
recent redevelopment of the waterfront is another great
example of renewal in New York. In a similar fashion,
the City of Tshwane is working on the regeneration of
the CBD by means of their new spatial transformation
agenda, presented by Thabiso Hlungwane. The aim is
to improve the quality of public space and to introduce
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The element of fire allows places to shine and be
celebrated. This often occurs through a play of light
and the reflection of various structures. Yet, celebration
could take on many forms.
Chapman referred to political urbanism and used the
example of the ‘Corridors of Freedom’ in Johannesburg
to illustrate the extent of top-down interventions,
through the provision of dedicated pedestrian cycle
lines along these corridors. Whether these interventions
are used or not, they are delivered, and they reflect the
implementation of an international aspiration in the
spirit of competition between major cities. Yet, in some
cases, it may raise the issue as to whether public space
has a role to play in suburbia. This spirit of competition
was also present in the celebration of public space in the
inner city of Tshwane, with its grand proposals of major
gateways and prominent boulevards. Therefore, public
space does not always seem to be just for the people on
the street, but also becomes a powerful mechanism to
recreate city-space to relate important new visions for
cities. South African cities are no exception. However,
the celebration of public space can also occur on a
smaller scale through urban acupuncture. As illustrated

3
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by Louw, smaller spatial interventions in Cape Town,
implemented through the ‘Dignified Public Space
Project’, planted seeds for future interventions through
the provision of community facilities and places of
quality where daily life could be celebrated.
In this way, it is not only the play of light on beautifully
made constructions that catches the attention but, even
more so, the quality of space that offers a shining light to
residents in otherwise highly impoverished environments.

Air

images: PHILIPPE SCHOCKAERT

Yet, nothing remains the same for ever and, as the
saying goes, the only constant is change. Air brings
movement and creates flow.
Given this, public space should also be flexible and
allow for change as conditions or needs alternate. For
example, many speakers at the conference referred
to changing conditions in the city due to the demand
for more efficient solutions through greater densities.
Linked to this was a call, by Nico Kriek, for greater
consideration of the cost and longer-term maintenance
of infrastructure, and the recognition of the importance
of alternative transport modes – such as rail and light
rail. Dr Hermann Joubert highlighted the need for urban
designers to always consider the principles of mobility,
connectivity and access. This also pointed at strategy and
the need for institutions and urban designers to plan for
durability in the built environment, as pointed out by
Yasmeen Dinath from the Johannesburg Development
Agency. Urban planning is especially important in
South Africa, as local authorities often lack the budget
to maintain city parks and other spaces.
On another level, Prof Amira Osman illustrated that
designing for change can utilise concepts such as open
building. It therefore highlights the need for fundamental
flexibility, pointed out Guy Briggs. In addition, it requires
an understanding of how urban environments change
and what the processes of change could possibly be –
hence, the importance of studying the evolution of cities.
The notion of ‘Masterplanning for change’ was presented,
in the form of an impressive video, by Dr Ombretta
Comice, Prof Sergio Porta, and students. This Urban
Studies unit from Strathclyde University in Glasgow
argued for the study of urban systems and networks in
order to understand: 1) the complexity of systems; 2)
how they change at various levels or scales; and 3) how
certain interventions are likely to affect the others and
change the rest of the system. An approach like this
offers useful tools for incorporating longer-term and
more holistic design and planning strategies into current
urban design projects, and determines possibilities
for positive change in the future.

Space

The final element is space – all-encompassing and
omnipresent. Although the purpose of spatial
intervention in the built environment is to define space
to some extent through man-made elements, allowing
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4
for comfortable living and protection from nature, space
will always be present everywhere. As such it presents
a beautiful reminder of integration, both physically and
socially. Marianne de Klerk urged urban designers to
apply a multilayered reading to the city and to recognise
the need for different spaces, both in terms of character
and people. Therefore, public spaces should aim to include
all those present in the city in an integrated way. Yet, in
order to understand the varied needs, it is important to
listen to a broader set of voices. Salaam Mkhabela noted
that the meaning of truth varies and that this should be
recognised through the sounding of multiple voices.
Finally, there was a call for institutional and
disciplinary integration. Nico Kriek reminded the
audience of the need to move beyond the silo-mentality
in government departments to allow integrated
infrastructure development, while Yasmeen Dinath
asked urban designers to demystify the discipline and
to assist in incorporating their ‘language’ into use in
government institutions.

Conclusion

In his summary address, Jacobs encouraged participants
of the Re-imagine Urbanism Conference to exhibit
a renewed optimism for urban design, focusing on:
1) recognising the informal economy and power of
the shadow economy; 2) realising the complexity of
re-addressing the modernist project and the need for
a change in culture; and 3) re-addressing the struggles
with institutions. Jacobs emphasised the importance of
having an understanding of the context in which urban
designers work, as well as the possibilities open to them:
‘We don’t need to know everything about the parts, but
enough to fully understand the role of the part to make
trade-offs’ (Piet Louw)./‘Yet, what trade-offs should we
make? In optimising nothing, we optimise everything.
The aim is to optimise urbanity’ (Erky Wood).
By re-imagining urbanism, urban designers can
find the freedom to reconsider city space in South
African cities. ■

2 Water: symbol of renewal and rejuvenation. 3 Fire: symbol of light and celebration.
4 Air: symbol of movement and flow.
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There is a

there
there
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Femininity , place and
3
phenomenology in the work
of Mira Fassler Kamstra
2

By: Ms Marguerite Pienaar, director of HolmJordaan Architects and Urban Designers, Pretoria,
and research fellow at the University of the Free State, Bloemfontein
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ABSTRACT
Mira Fassler Kamstra is a Sophia Gray laureate (1989) and,
although she does not raise issues of gender in her design
work, her contribution is located within an architectural value
system that is increasingly overshadowed by the diminution of
a sense of place, where objective reality is overemphasised at
the expense of the intuitive.
Her work reminds us that the essence of good architecture
resides in the reconciliation of the feminine with rational
requirements, and that both are essential in creating ‘aliveness’
in the discipline of architecture. Her work further cements our
relationship with tradition, craft and locality, responding to a
multiplicity of specificities – including an enactment of the
edge-threshold as a powerful place-making physiognomy.
This introductory essay provides insights into her
designer’s mind, highlighting selected projects so as to
trace their genealogy, framed from both a feminine and a
phenomenological perspective. The latter has been outlined
by the theorist Peter Buchanan, another Sophia Gray laureate,
in a recent series of critical essays.
This essay provides introductory insights into Fassler Kamstra’s
work, which is considered well worth further exploration.

introduction

It was while working in Hans Hallen’s4 (b.1930) office,
a few hours after finishing a drawing of the top floor of
Musgrave Mews, an apartment building in Durban, that
Fassler Kamstra (b.1938) gave birth to her first child. The
year was 1963, before the enfranchisement of child-bearing
women5 in South African labour law. The scene was set
for the full range of human, and ostensibly feminine,
experiences that would shape her eminent career – as
opposed to work opportunities or aspirational notions6.
As a young graduate, she had worked in the successful
practices of, respectively, André Hoffe (n.d.), Hans Hallen,
Willie Meyer (1935-2006) and Glen Gallagher (1935-2010)
– and also her own father, John Fassler7 (1910-1971).
Motherhood forced her to set up her own small
practice later on, in 1963, at the time considered ‘quite
ambitious for a woman’8, since women were generally
taught to assume the role of ‘homemaker’ or ‘housewife’.
Fassler Kamstra began with small alterations and
additions, until she was commissioned to do a ‘whole
house’ in 19679. During 1971, less than ten years
later, she took over her father’s practice following his
unexpected death. She subsequently spent years juggling
a household, and large challenging projects, before
divorce resulted in her becoming the major breadwinner
– at a time of recession. This challenge was followed by
her partnership with architect Marcus Holmes (b.1952),
from 1978 to 1998, and Fassler Kamstra has
subsequently remained in solo practice.
One of only five women architects to have been
honoured as a Sophia Gray laureate10, a diverse trajectory
of issues affecting women in architecture are evident in her
work. In particular, four projects will be highlighted in this
essay, which were executed outside her partnership with
Holmes. These projects demonstrate a balance between
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feminine and rational requirements towards meaningful
place-making and include, in chronological order, the
Saheti Primary School (1971), House de la Harpe (1975),
House Weber (2001) and House Najmeh (2014).

Femininity and place-making

While Fassler Kamstra was asked to write about her
experiences as a woman architect for a 1993 issue of
the local journal Architecture SA, dedicated to women
practitioners, few practising female architects have
to date penned their experiences from a feminist
perspective11. Though she herself never raised issues of
gender in relation to her design work, and does not label
herself as a ‘feminist’, she feels that women in practice
have to ‘give much, they have to compromise more’12
than their male counterparts. Fassler Kamstra also
argues that ‘women have to be like men’13 in order to
succeed as architects. Paradoxically, as US theorist Diana
Agrest points out, women were historically repressed in
the profession by making architecture an image of man
as an analogue to man’s body represented in a system of
architectural syntactic rules, elements and meanings14.
In addition, Agrest highlights that in the act of creating
architecture, men were historically instructed to be
like women in order to conceive a building – so that [a]
woman is then replaced, her place assumed by man, who
‘as the architect has the female attributes necessary for
conception and reproduction’15. Agrest’s observations
resonate with Fassler Kamstra’s statement that ‘…in a
world dominated by the masculine principle of machines
and reasoning, the feminine principle of nature and
intuition has been completely overshadowed. [This]
lack of balance cripples men and women alike’16.
Often associated with femininity, the paraphrasing of
René Descartes’ (1596-1650) as ‘I think therefore I am’
into ‘I feel therefore I am’ comes to mind. This dictum
was born as a reaction against the ‘Age of Reason’17. These
two extremes, the rational and emotional or romantic,
form part of a struggle between intellect and emotion,
reason and instinct, which has been the fundamental
creative force behind human culture for centuries –
architecture provides physical evidence of this18.
In a series of critical essays, entitled ‘The Big Rethink’,
which was written for the Architectural Review (2012),
theorist Peter Buchanan (b.1942)19 echoes Fassler
Kamstra’s sentiment by explaining that both modernity20
and modern architecture21 emphasise the logical,
linear and reductive at the expense of intuition and
holism22. The result has been that many modern urban
developments lack a meaningful sense of place so that,
in Gertrude Stein’s words, ‘There is no there there’23.
The dominance of visual aspects, rationalisation in
architecture and a lack of ‘aliveness’ are common subjects
of Buchanan’s architectural critique. He defines the
creation of aliveness and by implication meaningful ›
1-3 Scenes of intimacy from Fassler Kamstra’s sketchbooks.
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place as ‘…being somewhere memorably distinctive that
is rooted in and shaped by the many specificities of its
larger setting’24, and is an essential aspect of how we
have made a home for ourselves on
earth. In the Heideggerian sense, place
contributes to our identity; it is where
we can dwell rather than merely reside25.
According to Buchanan, the meaningful
creation of place in architecture is a
consequence of drawing on intuition
during design rather than the intellect
alone26. Lesnikowski, in his Rationalism
and Romanticism in architecture (1982),
encourages a ‘central position’ towards
the creation of meaningful place through
the combination of spirit with intellect,
emotion with function, mysticism with
reality and – depending on individual attitude – leaning
toward either emotional or rational ideas.

5

6

meaningful
creation of place
is a consequence of
drawing on intuition
during design
rather than the
intellect alone

Saheti Primary School (1971)

From the lexicon of architectural influences, it is from
the traditional, organic, natural, intuitive and Arts and
Crafts that Fassler Kamstra draws her inspiration. Yet,
despite her penchant for the intuitive, there is also a
strong discipline – an underlying precision – and an order
that reinforces her work. As a graduate of the 1960s, the
pervasive influence of Louis Kahn (1901-1974) in South
Africa also transfused Fassler Kamstra’s design ethos27.
The Kahnian pursuit of ordering and a dignifying spirit of

4 The original design of the Saheti School by John Fassler, 1970. 5 The redesign of the Saheti
School project by Mira Fassler Kamstra, 1971. 6 The completion of the Saheti Primary School
with the last extension of the closure of the internal courtyard on the eastern side, which was
completed with Marcus Holmes in about 1979. The original design was extended several
times, as one of the fundamental ideas behind the column and beam construction was that
it would be easy to extend in future.
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rigorous geometric configuration are especially reflected
in the designs of the Saheti School projects (1971-1982)28,
completed for a local Greek community in Johannesburg.
Fassler Kamstra’s father, John Fassler, had already made
a first design of the Saheti Primary School (1971) when
she had to take over his practice following his untimely
passing. She subsequently described the re-design as ‘the
most challenging of my inherited projects’29.
A ‘looseness’ prevailed in the initial design of the Saheti
Primary School, as conceived by her father. In his design,
classrooms were arranged to create in-between spaces,
with some forming enclosures and others suggesting
open-endedness. Conceivably to break the idea of endless
corridors, vertically defined classrooms were arranged to step
along a relatively informal sequence. However, the overall
conceptual diagram by John Fassler lacked a sense of ordered
discipline, defined transitions, and enclosure or definition
along all its edges – resulting in the ‘leaking’ of space. ›
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Accompanied by extensive research into educational
design, a complex set of programmatic requirements
had to be addressed when his daughter inherited the
design of the School – then still on the drawing board.
At the time, there were no contemporary precedents
for educational facilities – Leon Krier’s30 School at Saint
Quentin-en-Yveline, which also challenged institutional
architectural typologies, was only conceived in 1978.
In the international scene, Fassler Kamstra was
therefore well ahead of her peers.
It is interesting to observe the way in which Fassler
Kamstra changed her father’s design of the School. She
altered it by introducing a strict tartan grid to create a
sense of order, which would guide the complex program
and give differentiation to Khanian servant versus
served spaces – the latter respectively expressed as
hipped roofs and concrete slabs. At the same time, she
was able to avoid endless corridors but rather created a
series of interconnected spaces around outdoor courts
or ‘outside rooms’ – these have become part of the
learning experience. Teaching spaces could be opened
up in a variety of ways, allowing for innovation and
flexibility. Each classroom was defined vertically with
‘tent-like terracotta tiled roofs to scoop light over
children and their work’31. To enhance a sense of place
and conceivably a sense of safety, the importance of
preventing ‘leaking’ of space is reflected in her overall
diagram. Man-made environments seem more likely
to be experienced as meaningful places, if positively
defined and enclosed within a distinct boundary32.
Where modern and contemporary buildings tend to
be mechanically repetitive in their gridded elevations
and placements of openings, and the latter devoid of
coherent pattern, the differentiation yet similarity of
façades, repetition of roofs, horizontal planes and
overall morphology of the School form a coherent,
geometrically disciplined and irreducible pattern.
In his case towards an architecture of ‘aliveness’33,
Buchanan argues for the use of, among others, ‘pattern’
as an irreducible perceptual gestalt (rather than a
surface pattern) that confers on a building ‘a distinct
physiognomy’ – a sense of stability and wholeness –
and raises it from useful, subservient artifact to ‘being
in its own right’34. This aspect is reflected in the designs
of the Saheti Primary School project and is also
carried forward in the ambitious design of the Children’s
Centre for ISCOR (1974), Vanderbijlpark in Gauteng.
In her 1988 writing on educational design, which
refers specifically to her school designs, Fassler
Kamstra challenged bureaucratic iconography. She
asked ‘Is a school a small city? Is a small city a school?’35,
borrowing from the dictum coined more than 500 years
previously by architect Leon Battista Alberti
(1404-1473)36; this dictum had equally inspired
Dutch architect Aldo van Eyck (1918-1999).
Perhaps the adapted truism prevailed throughout
her career in various forms, as a coincidence of
universality and intimacy. Similar to Van Eyk’s
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Orphanage (1960) on the outskirts of Amsterdam,
her school designs focused on a balance of forces to
create both a home and small city.
At the opposite end of the spectrum of Kahn’s search
for timelessness, Fassler Kamstra remained inspired
by both Hassan Fathy (1900-1989) and Charles Correa
(1930-2015) – maestros, whose influence prevails in
bringing empathy and humanity to her work37. While
she used three-dimensional planning as a design tool
to help with the arrangement of space for the Saheti
School, she ever-imagined to ‘inhabit’38 its spaces and
continuously determined that it would be:
‘… a lovely place to be in. A [p]lace where the play of
light, the changing seasons, the modulation of form, the
flow of space from inside to outside, and the expression
of geometry, would involve and delight the receptive
senses of the child and, hopefully, those of both teacher
and the community. My childhood memories drew
me back to Sir Herbert Baker’s St John’s College. There
I experienced the magic of clustered roofs, fountainfilled courts, the sudden spectacular view, the dramatic
hillside ampitheatre, and stone walls on a stone site39.’

Man-made environments seem more likely to be
experienced as meaningful places, if positively
defined and enclosed within a distinct boundary
Conceivably one of the strongest aspects that make
the Saheti School designs belong to the highveld is the
creation of in-between spaces that are neither inside nor
outside. From Heidegger, Norberg-Schulz extracts that
the ‘outside-inside relation which is a primary aspect
of concrete space, implies that spaces possess a varying
degree of extension and enclosure’40. While in-between
spaces accommodate circulation in Fassler Kamstra’s
designs, they also mitigate the impacts of sun, wind and
rain in our climate and recall the traditional veranda
or stoep. One of the primary means through which this
edge transition is enacted and experienced is through the
transitions between states of privacy, from the secure
and safe inner-sanctum of the vertically-lit ‘learning
boxes’ to the potential vulnerability of public space.
Fassler Kamstra curbs a sense of defenselessness
by facilitating the threshold – she creates a series of
experiential envelopes that continuously expand
through covered walkways in order to define outside
‘rooms’, and simple roof overhangs and pergola-like
shading devices that map the change of seasons on
adjacent walls. For Heidegger, ‘A boundary is not that
at which something stops but, as the Greeks recognised,
is that from which something begins its presencing’41
– defined through a particular articulation of floor,
wall and ceiling. Heaviness and lightness in materiality
complement [each other], to give further meaning to
Fassler Kamstra’s design of edges. ›
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before it, whilst defining threshold. In addition,
facebrick as material holds associations of the Arts
and Crafts tradition, along with an inherent rectilinear
geometry that lends a certain warm textural quality
to the design.
Following the complex designs of the School
project, Fassler Kamstra employed a similar
configuration for much of her domestic work –
where corridors are avoided through an intimate
yet disciplined configuration, which is established
around a central living space with the building
envelope extending to peripheral incidents.

7

House Weber (2001)

House de la Harpe (1975)

The enacting of the edge-threshold as a powerful
‘place-making physiognomy’42 has been neglected in
much contemporary South African architecture –
despite its precedence in historical domestic architecture,
especially that of 19th century farmhouses. In particular,
the stoep or veranda, an inside-outside ‘room’, was
traditionally used more than any other
room in the house so that it was not just
climatically operational but was also an
important social-structuring device43.
The genealogy of Fassler Kamstra’s
work is much indebted to the so-called
veranda houses of the highveld, as
described by her here:
‘My childhood imagination was
captured by the powerful way in which
the piled massing of their roofs, the
deep shadows held by their verandas
and their settings among groves of large trees graced
rural landscapes44.’
Her exploration of the vernacular veranda farmhouse
started with a commission in 1975 by a soon-to-retire
Karoo sheep farmer, for a house design in Morningside
Manor, Johannesburg. An intuitive ‘vision of a lantern
suspended between the trees’45 and set atop a bushveldcovered dolerite outcrop, was translated into a floating
roof and cantilevered veranda that ‘hangs lantern-like
off the chimney-cum-gable wall’46. Similar to her School
project, verticality is realised through the introduction
of clerestory light into the interior, again with varying
roof pitches over served and servant spaces. The veranda
or stoep completes the formal diagram of House de la
Harpe, delicately offsetting the heaviness of the facebrick
and climatically responding to the northern exposure.
A coherent composition is afforded, holding the space

the stoep… was
not just climatically
operational but
was also an
important socialstructuring device

7 Northern façade of House de la Harpe, Johannesburg by Mira Fassler Kamstra, 1975.
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Similar to other master architects, a residue of ideas is
carried forward into other projects over many years,
building a genealogy of a personal design vocabulary
over time. In the crafting of farmhouse at Berglust
(designed with Frans Weber, 2001), Lephalale (Ellisras)
district, Limpopo – for which she won a Merit Award in
2006 – Fassler Kamstra took inspiration from both the
traditional Transvaal Farmhouse and the minimalism of
framed Japanese temple architecture47. In addition, she
contrasted traditional, organic mud architecture with
a light-weight structure. A pitched roof with hipped,
scissor-trussed steel frame frees up the walls from their
load-bearing function. The slender, tectonic materiality
of the structure contrasts with the heavy plasticity of the
traditional organic mud architecture, which forms the
plinth, hearth and bathroom enclosures. Juxtaposition
of forms that are more individual, rigours of didactic
form … give way to warmth, richness and emotion,
complemented by careful rendering of materials and
textures. The only drawings available for construction
of the house were the set of sketch drawings and the
engineer’s structural roof outlines, so that all details
were resolved on site between Fassler Kamstra, Frans
Weber (who was also the builder) and his workers.
The result is a hands-on, handmade architecture
belonging to the Arts and Crafts tradition.

House Najmeh (2014)

Richly decorated brick paving with rondel patterns
and insets were employed to define horizontal field
from the onset of her career, learning from Norman
Eaton (1902-1966)48. Her most recent project, House
Najmeh (2014)49, Johannesburg, further demonstrates
her strong interest in craft and the tactile, reflecting:
‘…the presence of materiality rather than
immateriality. There is a preference for substance,
rather than the absence that characterised so much
of the late 20th century minimalist architecture50.’
House Najmeh takes cues sensitively from the
immediate historical neighbour – a Cape Revival Coach
House. Besides the colour and gable parapet detailing
that cleverly mimics the existing neighbour, the house
transforms from heaviness in materiality to tectonic
lightness, expressing the transition from the public to ›
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Intimacy is afforded with variations in light and shadow, warm material choices,
custom-made detailing and narrow dimensioning of doorways
the private realm. Fisher notes that where the plan was
the generator for the functionalist machine aesthetic,
‘for the experiential qualities of the romantic tradition,
the section guides the design exploration’51.
Indeed, Fassler Kamstra designs in section, with interlocking spaces and volumes that respond to site-specifics
and are often expressed through an interplay of pitched
roofs. Similar to the design of all her domestic work, space is
used parsimoniously, as opposed to the vast unused spaces
of estate architecture. Intimacy is afforded with variations
in light and shadow, warm material choices, custom-made
detailing and narrow dimensioning of doorways. The
slender double-storey shutters – borrowed from Cape Dutch
architecture – open onto a cool northern veranda that
mediates the carefully considered landscaped site. Along
with earth-coloured textured walls, the heaviness of the
local stone materiality is complemented by the lightweight
filigree of the pergola structure. This, in turn, creates an
extension of the envelope of the house, fully expressing the
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layered-edge threshold with a deep emotional impact.
Fassler Kamstra is drawn to the writing of the
Finish architect and phenomenologist, Juhani Pallasmaa
(b. 1936)52, for whom emotional impact is related to an
act, not a visual or figural element:
‘…the approaching of the house, not the façade;
the act of entering, not the door; the act of looking out
of the window, not the window itself; or the act of
gathering around rather than the hearth or the table,
as such, seem to trigger our strongest emotions53.’
Again, House Najmeh demonstrates the rejection of
the universalistic erosion of place in favour of a complex,
regionalist, organic and crafted expression in architecture,
where life penetrates ‘verbal’ images as compared to the
sterilised imagery of much contemporary architecture. ›

8-10 House Najmeh (2014), Johannesburg.
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Against this backdrop and the erosion of place, …
Fassler Kamstra puts bodily and human experience
back at the centre of design

Finally, feminists have suggested that it is in the area
of design process that female difference might be
expressed – for example, US critic Karen Franck
argues that women’s socialisation nurtures a different
value system, underlining certain qualities such as
connectedness, inclusiveness, an ethics of care,
everyday life, complexity, subjectivity and flexibility
in design54. As such, Fassler Kamstra’s sketches reflect
something of her designer’s mind55; vignettes of
landscapes, bird’s-eye views of formal arrangements
in relation to landscapes, sections responding to
site, natural scenes in soft watercolour hues, scenes
of intimacy, thresholds between inside and outside,
roofscapes, intricate patterns, frames of the landscape,
rock formations, intricate craft detailing, intimate
kinds of spaces. Interestingly, she maintains that during
her design process she imagines herself inside a space
first i.e. she ‘inhabits’ the space in relation to windows,
light, furniture and spatial flow. As such, she displaces
her physical body in space and accordingly designs
with that bodily experience at the back of her mind.

The origin of the word ‘inhabit’ is from late Middle
English inhabite, enhabite, Old French enhabiter or Latin
inhabitare, i.e. in- ‘in’ + habitare ‘dwell’ (from habere
‘have’)56 to ‘dwell’. Gaston Bachelard conceives of place
through the inhabiting practice of the subject. When
considering the subject’s creative imagination, he claims,
‘the soul comes, and inaugurates the form, dwells in it,
takes pleasure in it’, creating a ‘felicitous space’57.
To echo the sentiment of Buchanan, reinvesting in a sense
of place and aliveness in our built environment must be
part of creating a sustainable culture. Against this backdrop
and the erosion of place, driven by image, buoyed by among
others parametric ideology, Fassler Kamstra puts bodily
and human experience back at the centre of design.
Her work reminds us that the essence of good
architecture resides in the reconciliation of opposites. ■
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An absence of a meaningful sense of place was once famously described by
American novelist, Gertrude Stein (1874-1946) as ‘There is no there there’. In the
essay ‘Place and Aliveness – pattern, play and the planet, The Big Rethink Part 7’
(The Architectural Review/I386/Aug 2012: 87), Buchanan refers to that
description in his lament of the erosion of place. The heading of this essay is
evidently adapted from that quotation.
2
The word ‘feminine’ is purposefully used as opposed to ‘feminist’. Where the
word ‘feminine’ implies qualities associated with women, such as intimacy,
intuition, nature and emotion; the word ‘feminism’ refers to a range of movements
and ideologies that share a common goal: to define, establish and achieve equal
political, economic, cultural, personal and social rights for women. This includes
seeking to establish equal opportunities for women in employment.
3
According to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosopy, “phenomenology” is the
study of structures of consciousness as experienced subjectively. ‘The central
structure of an experience is its intentionality, its being directed toward something,
as it is an experience of or about some object… Phenomenology came into its own
in the early 20th century, in the works of Husserl, Heidegger, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty
and others. In recent philosophy, the term ‘phenomenology’ is often restricted
to the characterisation of sensory qualities of seeing, hearing, etc.: what it is like
to have sensations of various kinds’ (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/
phenomenology (Accessed 2015-12-12))..
4
Hans Heyerdahl Hallen (b.1930) was a well-known architect who practised in
Durban. He was the recipient of the Gold Medal Award from the South African
Institute of Architects in 1980 (http://www.artefacts.co.za/main/Buildings/
archframes.php?archid=1971 (Accessed 2015-07-18)).
5
Women were not yet paid for maternity leave, despite the attempts of the
Federation of South African Women (FEDSAW or FSAW), already launched
during 1954 in Johannesburg, which called for equality of opportunity in
employment, including demands for paid maternity leave, childcare for working
mothers and so on (http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/federation-south-africanwomen-fedsaw#sthash.BhIcOpB4.dpuf (Accessed 2015-12-12)).
6
In a 1993 issue of Architecture SA, dedicated to women in architecture, she
listed her career-shaping experiences as ‘love, marriage, childbearing, death
and divorce’ (Fassler Kamstra, 1993:28).
7
John Fassler was a well-known architect and professor of architecture at the
University of the Witwatersrand.
8
Recorded during an interview with Fassler Kamstra, 2015-02-04.
9
Her first house was House Protti (1967), Johannesburg, for a cousin and her family.
10
The objective of the Sophia Gray lecture series is to keep the memory of Sophia
Gray (1814-1871) alive by honoring the meritorious contributions of a selection
of architects who are either connected to South Africa by birth, or through
tertiary education. Of the 26 Sophia Gray laureates to date, only five have been
women – Mira Fassler Kamstra, Adèle Naudé Santos, Anja van der Merwe
Miszewski (together with Macio Miszewski), Janina Masojada (together with
Andrew Makin) and Kate Otten. Of these women, only Mira Fassler Kamstra
and Kate Otten ever operated in solo practice.
11
An interesting exception is Denise Scott-Brown (b.1931), who discussed
candidly the sexism she was subjected to as the female partner of Robert Venturi
(b.1925) in ‘Room at the Top? Sexism and the Star System in Architecture’.
Scott-Brown, D. ‘Room at the Top? Sexism and the Star System in Architecture’
in Rendell, J., Penner, B., Borden, I. (eds.) Gender, Space, Architecture –
an interdisciplinary introduction. London: Routledge, 2003: 258-266.

Interview with Mira Fassler Kamstra, 2015-02-04.
Interview with Mira Fassler Kamstra, 2015-02-04.
Agrest finds the body of woman repressed by the Western architectural tradition
and its anthropomorphism when she asks the question, ‘Which body is projected
as the model for architectural imagery?’ in ‘Architecture from Without: Body,
Logic and Sex’ in Rendell, J., Penner, B., Borden, I. (eds.) Gender, Space, Architecture
– an interdisciplinary introduction. London: Routledge, 2003: 358-371.
15
Agrest extracts from the writings of the Renaissance architect Antonio di Pietro
Averlino, known as Filarete (1400-1469) that, when a building is created, it is as a
formal analogue of the male body to that of the building as a living body. Filarete
maintained that if the building is a living man, the next step in his argument is its
conception and birth. It is at this critical point that Filarete refers to the architect
himself. If the building is a living man, the architect has to give birth to it. Agrest
explains that the figure of the architect becomes feminised in the act of procreation.
Filarete takes the ‘transsexual operation to its extreme by transforming the
architect into a woman’ or mother (Agrest in Rendell et al (eds.) 2003: 362).
He proceeded to state that just like a mother, the architect also had to be a nurse
and with love and diligence he would help the building grow to completion.
16
Fassler Kamstra, 1993:28.
17
Fleming, 1991:459.
18
In the history of architecture there have, for example, been many interpretations
of rationalism – which could be chronologically simplified: the 18th century
Enlightenment, the 19th century traditions of engineering, academic rationalism,
and during the early 20th century the global manifestation of the Modern
Movement as seen in Europe, the US, Italy and in Russian Monumentalism.
Modern Functionalism transformed itself into a more original movement, called
the Organic movement, as manifested in the work of e.g. Frank Lloyd Wright
(1867-1959) and Alvar Aalto (1898-1976). The Organic movement reacted against
the existing situation of pure functionalism – which it challenged in the name of
humanism. A move away from the rationalist aesthetics, towards a layered and
multisensory architecture, was made (Lesnikowski, 1982: 212-235).
19
Zimbabwean-born architect and well-known international theorist, Peter
Buchanan, was the Sophia Gray Laureate of 2003.
20
Loosely, modernity refers to the modern era that started with the Renaissance
– a mindset potent in mastering aspects of nature, harnessing energy, creating
networks of transport and communication, increasing food production,
elminating diseases and so on (Buchanan, 2012:91).
21
In this context, modern architecture refers to the so-called ‘International Style’,
coined as a designation of the Modern Movement aesthetic after it was used by
Henry-Russell Hitchcock (1903-1987) and Philip C Johnson (1906-2005) for their
book entitled The International Style: architecture since 1922 (New York, 1932).
It is characterised by an emphasis on volume, space enclosed by thin planes or
smooth surfaces instead of a suggestion of mass and solidity; regularity and an
underlying orderliness; dependence on the intrinsic qualities of the materials,
technical perfection and rigid proportions (Pienaar, 2013: 215).
22
Buchanan, 2012:90.
23
Gertrude Stein (1874-1946), famous American writer, as quoted in Buchanan,
2012: 87.
24
Buchanan, 2012:91.
25
Norberg-Schulz in Nesbitt (ed.), 1996: 419.
26
Buchanan, 2012:91.
27
Fassler Kamstra, 2007: 050. ›
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Saheti Primary and Nursery Schools (phase 1) 1971, Award of Merit, South
African Institute of Architecture 1977 and 1978 respectively ; Saheti Pre-Primary,
Primary and High Schools (phase 2) 1980, Project Award, South African Institute
of Architecture 1980; Saheti Master Plan 1980-1982.
29
Fassler Kamstra, 1990:37.
30
Leon Krier (b. 1946) is a well-known architect, architectural theorist
and urban planner.
31
Fassler Kamstra, 1990:37.
32
Von Meiss (1997: 93-98) simplifies the solid phenomena that makes up place
to imply a distinct boundary, or horizontal boundedness that extends to the
vertical. Variously articulated as connections between earth and sky, vertical
façades – for example – aid in lending clarity in definition or differentiation
between hierarchies of interlocking spaces.
33
Buchanan, 2012:91.
34
Buchanan, 2012:91.
35
Mira Fassler Kamstra, ‘Is a school a small city? Is a small city a school?’,
Building 14, April 1988: 9-15.
36
‘…for if a city, according to the opinion of philosophers, be no more than a
great house and, on the other hand, a house a little city, why may it be said that
the members of that house are so many little houses, such as the courtyard,
the hall, the parlour, the portico and the like’ (From Alberti, Leon Battista.
On the Art of Building in Ten Books. Transl. Joseph Rykwert, Neil Leach
and Robert Tavernor. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1988. Accessed at
http://catena.bgc.bard.edu/texts/alberti.htm (Accessed 2015-01-15)).
This dictum was later also paraphrased by the Dutch architect, Aldo van Eyck
(1918-1999).
37
In an e-mail communiqué to the author (dated 2016-01-22), Fassler Kamstra
also points out other influences: ‘Did I ever mention to you the profound
effect of two books on urban design which were great influences for me? The one
was Lewis Mumford’s The Culture of Cities and Jane Jacobs’ Life and Death of
Great American Cities – both read during my final year, in 1961. They ring as
true for me today as they did when I first read them’.
38
In an interview with Mira Fassler Kamstra (2015-02-04), she described part of
her design process as the continuous inhabitation of spaces, imaging them to life.
39
Fassler Kamstra, 1988: 13.
40
Heidegger as quoted by Norberg- Schulz in ‘The phenomenon of place’ in Nesbitt,
K. (ed.), Theorizing a new agenda for architecture – an anthology of architectural
theory 1965-1995. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, p.419.
41
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theory 1965-1995. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, p.419.
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Brisbin, C. 2011. ‘Drawing out the ‘anatomy of the edge’: in-between-ness in
the verandas of South-East Queensland’. Conference paper read at the 2011
Australasian Architecture Schools Association Conference, Architecture@The
Edge, Melbourne, Australia.
43
‘It became structurally possible to open the lounge widely to the garden
and socially acceptable to finish the lounge with hardy materials rendering it
informal, as a semi-outdoor room. One could then “sit inside yet feel outside”.’
(Peters in Fisher et al, 1998:176).
44
Fassler Kamstra, 2007: 050.
45
Interview with Fassler Kamstra, 2015-02-02.
46
Fassler Kamstra, 1990:38.
47
Fassler Kamstra, 2007:051.
48
Fassler Kamstra owes much to one of South African architecture’s favoured sons,
Norman Eaton (1902-1966), whom in her words ‘she grew up with’. ([This is] not
meant literally, but she was aware of his work from an early age. While her father
was his contemporary, his work was well known and she had visited his Greenwood
House, Pretoria (1948)). Eaton had also been to Taliesen and had spent some
time with Frank Lloyd Wright. Similar to Eaton’s work, the veranda as threshold
is variously explored throughout her career, where perimeters continuously
become experiential envelopes. Again similar to Eaton’s narratives, yet expressed
very differently in her work, Fassler Kamstra combines the organic Wrightian
relationship to site which, for her, is the starting point of design. Both she and Eaton
had learned from Ndebele place-making principles on the structuring of outside
space. For House Bell, Fassler Kamstra also translated African motif more directly.
49
Commendation Award, GIFA, 2013.
50
London, G. (ed.) 2004. Houses for the 21st century. Boston: Tuttle Publishing,
as quoted in Fisher, 2014:17.
51
Fisher, 2014:16.
52
Interview with Fassler Kamstra, 2015-02-02.
53
Pallasmaa, J. 1992. ‘Identity, intimacy and domicile – Notes on the
phenomenology of home’, read at the symposium at the University of
Trondheim, 21-23 August 1992 (http://www.uiah.fi/studies/history2/e_ident.
htm(Accessed 2016-07-10)).
54
Franck in Rendell, Penner, Borden (eds.), ‘A feminist approach to architecture:
acknowledging women’s ways of knowing’ in Gender Space Architecture,
Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2003: 295.
55
‘Designer’s mind’ refers to an individual designer’s philosophy on design and/
or singular way of designing because of his/her inherent, intangible abilities
shaped by a particular frame of reference.
56
http://www.yourdictionary.com/inhabit (Accessed 2016-01-12).
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Bachelard, G. The Poetics of Space. Boston: Beacon, 1969: xxxi.
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LIGHT SCOOP
NMMU Business School,
Port Elizabeth
With sustainability and efficiency making up two of NMMU Business School’s key values,
these were also important drivers for the form-making of the School’s building.
Architects: The Workplace Architects in joint venture with GAPP Architects. Text and compilation: Mike Louw.
Photos: David Dettmann Photography
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his is especially evident in the way that natural
lighting and ventilation are dealt with on the
courtyard side of the building volumes, where
a sloping glass façade and curved light scoops
help to guide the direction of air flow and admit light
into the foyer spaces.
The angled shopfront and chamfered ceilings channel
hot air from the foyer and classrooms upwards by means

of the stack effect, to be expelled through actuatorcontrolled aluminium louvre panels. The curved light
scoops and sloping façade, with their specialist glazing,
flood the triple-volume foyer with light and also admit
secondary light into the classrooms.
The forms of these elements echo those of the angled
and rounded brick façades to make this a building with
curves in all the right places. Images on following page. ›

75x75mm RHS
as per Engineer’s
specification(s)

Rheinzink finish applied above shutterboard
Circular louvre

120x120x2.5 RHS at max
1.2m c-c to be fixed to slab
140mm thick laminated timber beam as
per Specialist/Engineer’s details at approx.
500mm c-c.
timber beams to extend to wallplate below

Shopfront

50x152 timber wallplate/timber beam fixed
above louvre - as per Manufacturer’s spec

Hidden line shows position of 120x120 RHS
at max 1.2m
Parapet coping as
per schedule
Waterproofed sloped brickwork cill
Plastered and painted brickwall

Return ceiling to louvre mullion

Galvanised steel lugs at
every 3rd brick course

Rodent-proof mesh to be incorparated within louvre
NOTE: A 20mm hardwood-frame trimming all
around, clear opening for louvre to be supplied
and installed prior to being fitted.
Clear opening for louvre: 760mmW x 815mmH

Waterproofing membrane to
continue and overlap on brickwall

Fixing angles anchored to beam below
and bolted to frame as per Specialists’s
specifications

Screed to slope to FBO
Approved waterproofing to be torched
on and approved reflective paint to be
applied on top of waterproofing.
Crushed stone dressing applied on top

50x152 timber wallplate/
timber beam fixed
below louvre - as per
Manufacturer’s spec

Rheinzink Profiled window sill
Rheinzink cladding to exterior of light scoop
as per Specialist’s details
Upstand beam as per Engineer’s specification(s)
Chryso finish on upstand
Approved waterproofing applied above sloped screed
and approved reflective paint to be applied over
Concrete canopy over second floor balcony
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Technical

Light scoop with Rheinzinc cladding on 22mm
shutterboard on curved laminated beams
Aluminium top hung windows with Ener-G Smart
Neutral glazing panels
Aluminium louvres with actuators as per
Mechanical Engineer’s specification

Dropped ceiling

syndicate
room
Concrete slab to Engineer’s specification

circulation
passage

classroom

Sloped aluminium shopfront to
foyer with Ener-G Smart Neutral
low-e laminated safety glazing

Aluminium shopfronts to classrooms
with obscured glazing

Off-shutter concrete canopy

classroom
circulation

classroom
Concrete surface bed

1 Courtyard. 2 Internal movement routes and triple
volume space.
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End Note

masihambisane

My door is always open and every so often, a student will come in with a concern or a request…
By: Bridget Horner, School of the Built Environment and Development Studies at the University of KwaZulu-Natal

N

ot so long ago an undergraduate came in asking if
he would ever feel as though he knew what he was
doing, as if in progressing up the scale, he would
progressively reach the ‘truth’. Looking up from
my desktop, I tried as best I could to explain what I am
slowly coming to terms with myself — that it is OK to
not know and that acknowledging this is a fundamental
realisation in the learning process.
Knowing what to do next, however, is not always
clear — but what is apparent is that there are many more
opportunities to find solutions than there would have
been if you ‘knew what to do’.
It’s uncomfortable not to know; it’s kind of like being
in the emotive state described by Uri Alon in a TED talk1
as ‘in the cloud’. He speaks of the emotive and subjective
aspects of the research process, which is perceived to lean
heavily toward results/findings and wherein one assumes
a linear relationship between question and answer.
However, this trajectory is not so clear cut — and he refers
to the cloud where your headspace sits until something
steers you away. He describes how in moving beyond the
cloud, through the use of concepts from improvisation
theatre, the potential for innovation occurs.

REFERENCES
1

1 Masihambisane - translated from the Nguni, it means ‘Let’s walk together’ or ‘Let us
walk the path together’.
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1

So what relevance does this have then for architecture
and its students? Well…
1. For problems posed in the design studio, there is no
clearly defined path to a solution.
2. There is potential through other means (disciplines/
methodologies) to deepen an understanding of the
problem, to find solutions and to refine ideas.
3. Talking about the process is important, as it allows the
emotive and subjective to be recognised as cognitive
parts of the whole — demystifying the ‘divine truth’.
Architects tend to eulogise their peers and the work
they produce as objects fait accompli. However, if we are
to demystify the design process for our students, surely
we should start by demystifying it for ourselves.
The studio as a pedagogical means to develop the
‘design problem’ has remained relatively unchanged to
the present day (Salama, 2009). This form of teaching
generates a power dynamic between students wanting to
know the truth – this relationship, however, often turns
into the student trying to meet the expectations of the
studio master with limited self-reflection/growth.
Is this form of hierarchical education still relevant when
our classrooms - in our current political, social, contextual
and economic situations - change so readily? Is it enough
to consider content changes in response to the #feesmustfall
initiative? Or should one also question the very basis on
which we situate our teaching and the power relations that
it engenders? Furthermore, how in addressing these topics
can we enable the design process, or path, to ‘the truth’?
If we are to align ourselves within a critical paradigm
(for change), I would like to suggest that the studio
master and his students are seen as collaborators in the
design process, so as to foster continuous scholarship
as a norm. The reason for this is that it is a tall order for
any individual – even well-seasoned – architect to deeply
understand, let alone design, for all the South African
complexities we currently face.
The relationship should be one of mutual respect and
co-learning, where the studio master is a facilitator who
is unafraid to say: ‘I don’t have all the answers but I am
sure we can figure things out together.’ ■

June 2013, TED Global. ‘Why truly innovative science
demands a leap into the unknown’.
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